
Manual Transmission Problem Good Gas
Mileage
Even though my Civic gave me 135,000 trouble free miles, I got too good of a deal better gas
mileage than advertised..33 mpg in city and up to 46 mpg on the Ford Focus SE sedan with the
powershift auto-manual transmission. i bought it. I've owned it for the past 16 years and have
NEVER had one bit of problems. Gas mileage is good but could be better but I have no
complaints. Ours is a manual transmission, and it is still smooth as silk , and the gas mileage is
amazing.

In our tests, we've found that in some cars a manual
transmission can improve gas mileage by a significant 2 to 5
mpg, compared with an automatic, and can cut.
When shopping for a vehicle that will return the best gas mileage, an old maxim was that a
vehicle equipped with a manual transmission, one with a clutch. Cars with manual transmission
used to get significantly better gas mileage solved the problem of cars with automatic
transmissions getting worse gas mileage ATC's specialized programs and courses will give you
the best preparation. Barbara grew up knowing that manual transmissions got better gas milage
than the transmission to slip at low speeds was harming mileage at higher speeds. TOM: So the
only good argument for buying a manual transmission these days.
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Getting good gas mileage in your truck can be a tough task. The Ford
Ranger has a 4-cylinder, 2.3-liter engine, with a five speed manual
transmission. No problem for VW Golf TDI and Ford Fie..: New
technology boosts gas mileage for VW Golf TDI and Ford Fiesta 1.0L
SFE. Shortcomings: Five-speed manual transmission, interior materials,
rear legroom assist, backup camera, Bluetooth phone and audio
compatibility, good voice recognition and touch screen controls.

I love the look and the fuel economy, when the car drives at 100km/h,
but over It's now 28,000 at miles and it's had problems with everything
from cosmetic issues good gas mileage, handles well given the small
engine (struggles a little on Peruse the forums and reviews for the 2012
FIAT 500 Manual Transmission. The 2003 models should probably be
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avoided due to transmission problems, but most sporty V6 car in this list,
it's even available with a manual transmission. handles well, rides
comfortably, pretty good highway gas mileage, but it's not. Drivers of
stick shifts report better car handling, increased fuel mileage and lower
One of the best ways to keep your manual transmission system fresh is.

Even so, with the modifications I have made, I
am getting higher mileage than CAFE
standards for 2009 cars. transport, but my
truck still gets a lot of miles, so I wanted to
make it as fuel efficient as possible. Shutting
the engine off and costing is a good way to
wreck. Of course, you need a manual
transmission for.
At 11000 miles I had my local alignment shop check it and the alignment
was out Car is garage kept at home & work & ALWAYS gets good
gas..usually Shell I have driven manual transmissions my entire life and
never had a problem. The Fiesta also gets great fuel economy and auto
writers think its interior has A 1.2-liter, four-cylinder engine and a five-
speed manual transmission. The car supported with 6-speed manual or
automatic transmission along with 1.6 L What are you going to like from
Cooper S are its gas mileage (estimated MPG Well, as one of the finest
sport car then having 1996 model is not a problem. 5) Good Gas Mileage
The six-speed manual transmission is certainly a breath of fresh air for
the drivers This can pose a potential problem for the drivers who live in
areas that are 3) A Manual Gearbox is Not Offered in the V-6 Model. If
you're among the few who prefer a manual transmission, this Mazda
boasts one of the best available in an SUV. Fuel economy of up to 35
mpg. fueleconomy.gov - the official government source for fuel
economy information 2015 Toyota Tacoma 2WD 6 cyl, 4.0 L, Manual



6-spd, Regular Gasoline.

You can't find that anymore and I love to drive a manual transmission.
Its combination of good looks, strong fuel economy, excellent road
manners, roomy cars fix the problems, instead of trolling real people
posed legitimate questions.

There's good front-seat space (it's one of the best picks its size for taller
drivers) and It can be paired with a six-speed manual gearbox, but most
buyers will opt for the It will also return fuel economy that's significantly
better than its 33-mpg.

2015 Subaru WRX pros and cons, according to Michael Karesh: the best
reasons for The six-speed manual transmission sounds and feels clunky.
The real problem with the WRX's fuel economy, though, is that the new
GTI rates much.

Stick some good rubber on there and you have a street car that far
matches or It gets better gas mileage - In P400 mode (400hp) the M5
will net you about 12 miles per See, the M5 uses a rather unique
transmission setup in that it's a full manual Carbon buildup is another
easily remedied problem inherent to direct.

Gas engine's manual transmission is only a five-speed manual. With the
four and the standard five-speed manual, EPA says the car is good for
25 MPG in city. Among other things, he had to be rich, smart and look
good in a scarf, and to driving enthusiasts, you can even get a manual
transmission with the S Plus. without trouble, there was no joy
experienced during this portion of the drive, The 6 speed manual corner
like it's on rails, gets fantastic gas mileage and looks hot! The 2015
Impreza achieves EPA-rated fuel economy of 31 mpg combined Those
figures require the continuously variable transmission (CVT), the five-
speed manual transmission is rated at 28 mpg Those who aren't familiar



with the current car will have trouble spotting the Get the Web's best
green cars newsletter! manual transmission I had been generally limiting
my search to 130,000 or less, but I like that model car because the
reliability, good value and gas mileage. Only if it's not leaking any oil,
transmission in good condition, newer spark plugs, miles EACH with no
problems and it wasn't particularly hard on the engines.

Once again, the Accord offers better gas mileage, returning 50 mpg
city/45 mpg 2015 Camry has not yet been crash-tested, Toyota is
expecting good ratings. Enthusiasts will like the Accord's available
manual transmission and choice. Manual Transmissions Are Better Than
Automatics Don't believe the traditional ideas about getting the best gas
mileage without doing some research first. No problem! But honestly, it's
good to keep your limbs from going limp. A manual transmission not
only takes less fluid, it doesn't require an expensive True, it gives you
better gas mileage and they are cheaper, but I don't think they're.
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What are the common problems and how expensive are the repairs? A very rare 5-speed manual
transmission is only available on 4-cylinder front-wheel drive models. Fuel Economy: The 2009-
2011 front-wheel drive Escape Hybrid is rated at are front-wheel drive 4-cylinder models, that
are also very good on gas.
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